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Dynamics of Plume Propagation and Splitting during Pulsed-Laser Ablation
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An innovative new approach has been developed for modeling the expansion of laser-gen
plumes into low-pressure gases where initially the mean free path may be long enoug
interpenetration of the plume and background. The model is based on a combination of mu
elastic scattering and hydrodynamic formulations. Although relatively simple in structure, it g
excellent fits to new experimental data for Si in He and Ar, and provides for the first tim
detailed, coherent explanation of the observed splitting of the plume into a fast and slow comp
[S0031-9007(97)03820-9]
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Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has become an impor
technique for depositing a variety of materials [1,2], mo
notably thin films [3] and superlattices [4] of high-Tc su-
perconductors. As a consequence, a very active field o
search into laser ablation phenomena underlying PLD
developed [5]. But this is not a new field since it dat
back to the earliest days of the laser era when many m
rials were irradiated with high-powered laser pulses [6–
Thus, the work reported here has applications far bey
the PLD process itself. More recent work has provided
wealth of new diagnostics with which to study the laser a
lation process [9]. It is of crucial importance to know th
constitution and dynamical behavior of the plume of a
lated material in order to understand how film growth c
be optimized by varying the laser parameters, the targ
substrate distance, and ambient gases introduced into
deposition chamber. In particular, the often observed
little understood phenomenon of “plume splitting” [10
into fast (, vacuum speed) and background-slowed co
ponents is of great interest because the fast component
damage the growing film or otherwise affect its microstru
ture. Also, clustering of film constituents in the gas pha
or on the surface may cause problems, but may a
provide a technologically important method of producin
nanostructures [5,11,12].

In this paper, a new modeling approach, combining m
tiple scattering and hydrodynamical elements, is descri
and applied to recently obtained experimental data on
ablated into He and Ar gases. The resulting model is
markably successful in describing quantitatively the d
and resolves long-standing uncertainties about the in
pretation of many previous experimental observations.

Silicon was selected for the target in the experime
because it is well characterized, is readily obtained
single crystals, and has been thoroughly studied in
laser-annealing regime [13]. Background gases of He
Ar were chosen because their ionization energies are h
(25 and 16 eV, respectively), hence avoiding ionizatio
and because one is lighter and one heavier than Si.
laser pulses of3.0 Jycm2 provided a good supply of singly
ionized Si for the ion-probe detector while avoiding high
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ionization states. Measurements revealed only neutral
singly ionized Si in the plume and only neutral atoms in t
background. A description of the experimental setup h
been given by Geohegan [14] and a more extensive re
on the new experiments will be given in a later pap
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show measured ion currents at 5
from the target as a function of time. Splitting of the plum
into two components is apparent, but the behavior in
and He is clearly different.

The experiments suggest that plume splitting may oc
because the mean free path in the expanding plume is
tially comparable to the target-detector distance. This
a difficult regime for hydrodynamics because characte
tics of both continuous fluid and discrete particle formu
tions must be included. Of the many attempts to mo
the behavior of the plume of ejected material, virtua
all have employed some form of hydrodynamical form
lation [15,16]. We explored a number of them ourselv
[16,17], but were unable to obtain splitting of the plum
Monte Carlo calculations have also been pursued [18,1
A scattering model adapted from Ref. [8] does yield sp
ting but relies on a preionized background gas to do so
is precluded here by the fact that the background gas is
ionized.

We turn now to our modeling. A number of assum
tions must be made, all of which cannot be discussed h
We feel that the remarkable agreement with the experim
tal data that is obtained is the strongest justification of o
approach. In the quasi-two dimensional (2D) formulati
[20], we consider only elastic collisions, albeit both hea
on and non-head-on, so that the transfer of translatio
energy into internal energy is minimal under the expe
mental conditions used.

The plume is broken into orders corresponding
the number of collisions with the background gas. T
first order reaches the detector without any scatteri
the second order undergoes one scattering event, an
fourth. We letrpst, x, kd be the density of thekth order
plume at timet and distancex, rs

pst, x, kd the density
scattered fromrpst, x, kd, and rbst, x, kd the density of
background gas. The total plume densityrpst, xd is
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1571
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x on the

FIG. 1. Calculated and experimental flux results. Only the value ofspb was allowed to vary freely in going from He to Ar
background gases. The fluxes have been normalized to a convenient scale for graphical presentation. One unit of flu
experimental graphs corresponds to 0.0125 Aycm2 for SiyAr and 0.125 Aycm2 for SiyHe.
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a sum of rpst, x, kd over k. At any time and in any
spatial cell, collisions may occur which scatter particle
from the k 2 1 order into thekth order and from the
kth order into thek 1 1 order. While particles can be
transferred between the various orders only by collision
the densities in the individual orders propagate to give t
overall expansion. The propagation is determined by t
usual equations for conservation of mass and momentu
We write the differential equations for the ablated plum
including the scattering terms (with≠t ; ≠y≠t and≠x ;
≠y≠x), as

≠trp  2≠xsrpypd 1 ≠tr
s
p , (1)

≠tsrpypd  2≠xsrpy2
p 1 Ppd 1 ≠tsrs

pys
pd . (2)

Here, terms with the superscripts represent the rate of
change of the scattered density and momentum, whiley

andP are the velocity and pressure, respectively. Simi
equations hold for the background, but we have genera
found it unnecessary to resolve it into components in ord
to describe the plume data. The scattering terms prov
the transfer of momentum from plume to background.

The simplest finite different discretization scheme w
used, and care was taken to ensure mass and momen
conservation. For the plume scattering term, with plum
background scattering cross sectionspb, and i and j the
time and space indices, respectively, we have

rs
psi, j, kd  rpsi, j, kdrbsi 2 1, jd

3 fypsi, j, kd 2 ȳbsi 2 1, jdgspbDt . (3)

The bar overȳb implies that we have not generally
resolved the background into scattered orders. Sin
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this may seem inconsistent with the plume treatme
calculations were made with the background resolved i
a few orders before averaging. They showed that o
small variations inspb andNK of Eq. (4) were required
to fit the data as the number of orders was changed.

The plasma formed in the experiments consists of Si a
Si1; the background gas is always entirely neutral. Hen
only neutral-neutral, ion-neutral, andSi1-Si1 collisions
occur. The last of these can be neglected for the follow
reasons. The Si plume is collisionless in vacuum beyo
the “Knudsen layer” [21] and Si-Si collisions may occu
only after one of the ions has been scattered by
background gas. Also, the collision of two Si ions wi
have little effect on the mass and momentum transpor
the plume itself (none at all for truly head-on collisions
and no direct effect on the transfer of momentum fro
plume to background. Consequently, all Si-Si collisio
are of secondary importance. The important collisio
are those between the plume and the neutral backgrou
In this case, the only difference betweenspb for Si
and Si1 is a weak polarization contribution which is
negligible compared to the dominant hard-core nucle
nuclear repulsion. Therefore, for all plume orders we ta
rpsi, j, kd  r0

psi, j, kd 1 r1
p si, j, kd and s

0
pb  s

1
pb 

spb . In other words, the kinetics of the propagatio
and scattering processes are virtually the same for i
and neutrals. Introduction of a velocity dependence in
spb destroyed the excellent agreement obtained with
constant value.

Calculations without the pressure term in Eq. (
showed that the background is quickly “snowplowed
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into a peak that is much greater than that of the plu
[Fig. 3(b)]. Consequently, we assumed that the plum
in thermal equilibrium with the background in this regio
while the latter is adiabatically compressed during plu
expansion. Including the pressure in this way resulted
broader background peaks and improved agreement
the widths of the plume peaks. Moreover, the adiaba
temperature in the shock region was found to be o
,1000 K (for Si in 175 mTorr of He), consistent with
the measurements of the ionization states of the ga
involved.

Plume propagation in vacuum was investigated fi
using various assumptions forr0, the starting pulse a
t  t0. Kelly and Dreyfus [21] discuss the half-rang
Maxwellian and Knudsen forms, both of which we
studied. The latter given by

r0
K syx , yy , yzd  nK exph 2 mfsyx 2 uK d2

1 y2
y 1 y2

z gy2kTKj (4)

provided better fits to the experimental data. Herem is the
mass, anduK is the “Knudsen center of mass velocity
TK is ,25 eV for the laser pulses used. Minor variatio
in the form ofr0 made little difference in the calculate
plume properties in the presence of a background gas,
we emphasize that plume splitting occurs regardless of
details ofr0.

Figure 1 gives an overall comparison of the results
SiyAr and SiyHe when only head-on collisions are consi
ered. Onlyspb was allowed to vary freely in going from
Ar to He while NK in Eq. (4) was taken somewhat les
for He than for Ar, consistent with the experimental da
For Ar, spb andNK were fixed by obtaining a reasonab
good fit at 80 mTorr, after which only the Ar pressure w
varied. The same procedure was followed for He w
the 200 mTorr data. NK is ,1015 cm23 in both gases
ussed in

FIG. 2. Detailed comparison of the experimental and calculated results for SiyHe. NK andspb were varied to obtain a satisfactory
fit at 200 mTorr after which only the pressure was assigned the other experimental values. The various panels are disc
the text.
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andspb  5.1 3 10216 cm2 in Ar and3.0 3 10216 cm2

in He, consistent with the “atomic cross section” (pa2
0,

with a0 the Bohr radius) of0.88 3 10216 cm2. Also,
spbsSiyArdyspbsSiyHed  1.69 is very close to
frsSid 1 rsArdg2yfrsSid 1 rsHedg2  1.66, where
rsSid  1.17 Å is the covalent radius of Si andrsArd 
1.91 Å andrsHed  1.22 Å are van der Waals radii.

The calculated results are in excellent general agre
ment with the great quantity of experimental data o
Fig. 1 with plume splitting apparent in both backgroun
gases. In He, the slight dip between the shallow peak a
the delayed sharp peak is not resolved in the calculation
We believe this is due to the neglect of recombination. I
Ar, the flux drops nearly to zero between the two peak
in all the calculated curves, whereas it does not in som
of the experimental results. This is at least partially du
to the assumption of only head-on collisions, as was su
stantiated in calculations not discussed here.

A detailed comparison of the calculated and measur
ion-probe signals from Fig. 1 for SiyHe is shown in
Fig. 2. The vacuum results are given in Fig. 2(a). Sligh
improvements in this fit would have little effect on
the other results, except perhaps at 125 mTorr. T
remarkable fits for the other pressures could be refined
minor variations inNK andspb, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)
where a better fit for 125 mTorr is obtained by varying
spb by ,10%. On Fig. 2(e), the dotted curve shows the
result of dividing the flux by the time to simulate the
effects of three-body recombination. This does indee
give the observed minimum between the peaks. We stre
again that only the 200 mTorr data were used for fitting
The peak positions and structures on the other curves th
follow.

The resolution of the plume into orders is shown i
Fig. 3(a) for 175 mTorr He; only the first (no collisions)
1573
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and subsequent even orders are given. For converge
,11 orders are required for SiyHe but only ,4 for
SiyAr, because each collision in He transfers only a sm
amount of momentum to the background. The seco
order plume in SiyHe is barely split off from the first
order, whereas in SiyAr it is already well resolved. This
is a direct result of the greater slowing down of the Si io
by the massive Ar atoms compared to the He atoms.
also explains why the fast peak is shifted away from t
vacuum peak in He and not in Ar.

On Fig. 3(b),rp andrb are shown for SiyHe. The He
density, roughly an order of magnitude greater than t
Si density, is snowplowed into a sharp peak, while the
also piles up. However, considerable interpenetration
the peaks occurs so that snowplowing is not an entir
apt description. The velocities of the Si and He peaks c
be calculated from Fig. 3(b). At 5 cm the plume velocit
is , 1

5 its value in vacuum; in 60 mTorr of Ar, it is only
1

10 the vacuum value of2.5 3 106 cmysec.
To summarize, we have developed a multip

scatteringyhydrodynamical model for expansion for
laser-ablated plume into background gases that gi

FIG. 3. (a) Resolution of the plume flux into scattering orde
in 175 mTorr of He. The number of orders required fo
convergence is,11 so that only the first (unscattered) an
subsequent even ones are shown. (b) Si and He densities
different target-detector distances. Note that the backgrou
(bg) density is divided by 10.
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excellent agreement with numerous new experimen
results. It explains plume splitting quantitatively and
makes clear the observed differences between He and
background gases. Measured peak heights, splittings, a
attenuations are reproduced with physically meaningf
cross sections.
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